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Current Affairs of the Day 
Delhi most unsafe metro for women 

The national capital recorded the highest number of rape cases among all 19 metropolitan 

cities with an average of three rapes being reported every day of the last year, a report by 

the National Crime Records Bureau (NRCB) showed. 

• For the third 

consecutive year, 

Delhi topped the list 

of crimes against 

women among all the 

metropolitan cities. 

In 2021, crimes 

against women rose 

by 40% over the 

previous year, with 

1,226 incidents of 

rapes and 136 

incidents of dowry 

deaths. 

• The city also 

recorded the highest 

incidents of crimes against children and senior citizens in the country. 

• In the category of crimes against women, Delhi also topped the list of metropolitan 

cities in cases of cruelty by husbands or relatives, reporting 4,674 such instances in 

2021. 

• Senior police officers said most incidents of rape and assault on women are carried 

out by people known to the victims, which are not directly preventable by the police. 

• Around 95% of the crimes against women are carried out by their relatives and hence 

do not amount to crimes related to law and order. The police are not in direct control 

of such incidents. 
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The jurisprudence of bail 

The Supreme Court has time and again reiterated that “bail is the rule and jail is the 

exception”. 

• The jurisprudence of bail in post-independent India, is anchored on the bedrock of 

Article 21 of the Constitution which states that liberty can be deprived only through 

the procedure established by law, which must be “just, fair and reasonable”.  

• Prolonged detention of an accused pending trial may convert the process itself into a 

punishment rendering a finding of acquittal practically useless as the accused would 

have suffered much of the punishment by then. This is why the grant of bail is 

fundamentally important. 

• Grant of regular bail is usually guided by what is referred to as the triple test — the 

ascertainment of whether the accused is at flight risk; the possibility of tampering with 

the evidence and influencing witnesses. 

The basic presumption 

• The presumption of innocence is a foundational postulate in India’s criminal 

jurisprudence. This is the main reason why an accused is usually released on bail 

pending investigation and trial except for a few offences. 

• While bail refers to the conditional release of a person from confinement or custody 

during investigation and trial, it can also be sought during the appellate stage to prevent 

endless internment during the pendency of appeal though the benefit of the 

presumption of innocence is not available at the latter stage.  

• In the ever-enduring words of Justice Krishna Iyer, “The issue of ‘Bail or Jail’ — at 

the pre-trial or post-conviction stage — although largely hinging on judicial discretion, 

is one of liberty, justice, public safety and burden of the public treasury, all of which 

insist that a developed jurisprudence of bail is integral to a socially sensitised judicial 

process.  

Grant of bail as the rule 

• A conjoint reading of Section 436 (bailable offences) and 437 (non-bailable offences) 

of the CrPC makes it clear that the wisdom of the legislature is to secure bail as the 

rule and jail as the exception.  

• The CrPC defines “bailable offence” as an offence which is shown as bailable in the 

First Schedule of the CrPC, or which is made bailable by any other law for the time 

being in force; and “non-bailable offence” means any other offence.  
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• While bail is a matter of right in bailable offences, in non-bailable offences, the grant 

of bail is at the discretion exercised by the judge taking note of the factual aspects of 

the case.  

• It was held by the Calcutta High Court in 1923 “ that the discretionary power of the 

Court to admit to bail is not arbitrary, but is judicial”, and “is governed by established 

principles.”(Nagendra vs King Emperor). 

 

Tribe categorisation work delays benefits under SEED 

• The Union Social Justice 

Ministry received 402 

applications online from 

across the country for 

benefits under the Scheme 

for Economic 

Empowerment of 

Denotified, Nomadic, 

Semi-nomadic (SEED) 

Tribes.  

• More than 10 crores of 

Indians from 1,400 

communities belong to these 

groups, showing the latest 

estimates available to the 

government. 

Welfare options 

• The scheme aims to provide 

free competitive exam 

coaching to students, health 

insurance and financial 

assistance for housing and uplift clusters of these communities through livelihood 

initiatives.  

• The Ministry has allocated ₹200 crores for this scheme to be spent over five financial 

years from 2021-22 to 2025-26. 
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Categorization needs: 

• While the Anthropological Survey of India (AnSI) and Tribal Research Institutes are 

studying 267 uncategorised communities to classify them under SC, ST, or OBC, 

inconsistencies have been hindering the processing of SEED applications.  
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• The categorisation of these communities by the Idate Commission left room for 

inaccuracies as outlined by the commission in its 2018 report. 

• For instance, some communities such as the Banjara were under the SC list in Delhi, 

the ST list in Rajasthan and the OBC list in Uttar Pradesh. The commission said some 

communities were under different lists in different districts even within a State. 

Government officials 

said the categorisation 

of DNTs, NTs and 

SNTs is essential for 

the implementation of 

SEED because there is 

no schedule in the 

Constitution providing 

for their reservation. 

“So, we are asking 

State governments to 

uniformly categorise 

these communities 

under SC, ST, or OBC lists and then provide a sub-categorisation in their certificates, 

declaring them as either DNT, NT, or SNT. 
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RBI mulls fraud registry to help check banking frauds 

• The Reserve Bank is considering setting up a fraud registry to create a database of 

fraudulent websites, phones and various modus operandi used for digital fraud. 

• Such a database would help prevent fraudsters from repeating the offence as the 

websites or phone numbers would be blacklisted. 

• Payment system participants would be provided access to this registry for near-real-

time fraud monitoring. The aggregated fraud data would be published to educate 

customers on emerging risks. 
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MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. Recent attacks on public figures in USA and Russia carry 

ominous signs for India. In this context discuss lone wolf attacks: 

origin, prevention and long-term solutions.  

MCQs 
Q1. Who is the author of Midnight's children?  

a. Arvind Adiga 

b. Arundhati Roy 

c. Salman Rushdie 

d. Vikram Seth 

 


